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Hi everyone, my name is Bianca Opasinis and I’m a HPO from HTW, which is a p/ship between City of Whittlesea and PVCH. Before I get started, I just wanted to thank Victoria Walks for the opportunity to be able to speak at today’s conference. I am very passionate about supporting active travel in children’s settings and I’m excited to be sharing with you some of the work I’ve been involved with.    So for the past 3 years HTW has been supporting PS and ECS across Whittlesea with the AP, which is a quality improvement framework for addressing H&W. To compliment this work we’ve also adopted a place-based approach, in two pockets of the municipality where we’ve intensified our efforts to achieve more meaningful outcomes and demonstrate change.



Epping North precinct 

Undergoing rapid development 
and population growth 

 
Congested roads, disconnected 
footpaths and no access to 
train services.   
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In Whittlesea I have been working in the Epping North precinct, which is an area that sits across two suburbs and is developing at an extremely rapid rate. The current population of Epping North is expected to grow by 150% and 32,000 new residents will be moving to this area in the next 20 years.  Transportation is one the biggest issues that affects the health of Epping North residents. There is no access to train services, there are bus stops without buses because the streets are too narrow, walking and cycling paths are disconnected and all the roads are heavily congested with trucks and cars.   My work in Epping North has been predominantly with the three schools in the area that include a state government primary school with over 1000 students, a newly opened catholic primary school, as well as an independent Islamic college. They are all very different settings but are commonly affected by the same transport issues.  When initially engaging these schools I did go in with a strong AP focus, however as the schools were still so new at the time their priorities were in recruiting staff and setting up their processes. So although they were supportive of H&W and in particular active travel, they were looking to get involved in more smaller-scale activities and events whilst establishing themselves. 



Walk to School 2013 

‘Leadership for Walking’ workshop 
delivered in partnership  
with Victoria Walks 
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At the end of 2013, Whittlesea Council had an opportunity to apply for a 10,000 W2S grant. We thought we could use the funds for a municipal wide W2S comp but also to add value to the work we were doing in Epping North.  So we met with the three EN schools and put it to them. We asked if they were interested in the W2S grant and if so, what did they want to do with it. The schools were definitely interested and identified they wanted to support students take on more of a lead role in promoting active travel.  City of Whittlesea ended up applying for the grant to VicHealth and was successful, which allowed us to deliver a ‘Leadership for Walking’ workshop in partnership with Victoria Walks. 30 student leaders from across the 3 Epping North schools attended this workshop, which was all about capacity building. They learned skills and activities that they could take back to their schools to help encourage other students, staff and families to walk throughout November. We also promoted the Smart Steps resources at the workshop and link the students into local active travel programs. 



Barriers to active travel 

“There have been numerous road accidents near the school,  
parents are scared to let their kids walk” - Al Siraat College Principal 
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As W2S month came to an end we had some positive outcomes, with one of the EN schools winning our municipal-wide competition. However we also encountered some challenges. When we were conducting our local evaluation, all the Epping North schools identified some serious barriers to walking. Including congested roads, speeding, inappropriate and in some cases no pedestrian infrastructure at all.   This is a photo taken by a student from Al Siraat College, showing what it’s like for them to walk to school. As you can see on the far left of the image these are the school gates. The path leading to the school is an unsealed road. There are no footpaths, no signage letting drivers know there’s a school and there are no pedestrian crossings of any sort. At the top of this road is a four-way intersection which has no traffic lights and at which there have been many accidents as highlighted by the school principal in the below quote.  So we did some research and found out that the upgrade of this road was apart of a Development Contribution project, which is a long-term plan that both Council and developers contribute funds to. And it was at that point that we hit a roadblock because on paper, in the plan improvements to the infrastructure were actually considered but unfortunately what that meant in reality is that these conditions would remain the same for a number of years. So I sought guidance from Council’s advocacy manager as to what to do next. I asked her if it was worth the time investment supporting schools to elevate their issues when there was no guarantee that their pedestrian works would be prioritised in the plan? To this she retorted that as professionals we tend to overcomplicate advocacy by thinking we need to have all the solutions identified beforehand. She also highlighted that the PROCESS of supporting schools and students to take action on issues affecting them was just as important as the outcome.  After that we decided to go full steam ahead. We met with the schools again, who wanted their student leaders to speak on the school’s behalf. And we identified council forum as the best opportunity to engage all of our local leaders and key decision makers at once. HTW played a negotiation-coordination role in getting the students on the agenda at a council forum, a meeting at which historically schools have never attended. Meanwhile the school’s role was to develop their own advocacy videos on ‘what made it easy or hard for them to walk to school’. The students lead this process but worked in partnership with their teachers. They took photos, conducted interviews and linked into a local campaign called Access Denied, which was seeking state government support to extend the rail line and reduce local traffic congestion.  I’d like to show you 2 of the 3 videos that the students developed now. 



Junior Health Champions present to Council 

“These students are great advocates for improving the health of their community 
by highlighting the need for improved transport infrastructure in Epping North”. 

- Whittlesea Mayor Mary Lalios 
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On 12 August 2014 our JHC presented their advocacy videos at Council Forum with the COW Mayor, Councillors, Directors and Managers present. The student’s parents and school principals also attended the forum, filling the entire audience and it was just amazing. The way that the students articulated the needs of their schools was so impressive and they really got so much pride and growth out of the whole experience.  In addition that, the response from Council to students presentation was huge. I had Managers tell me that they’ve never seen the Councillors with such shocked facial expressions in a meeting and that they loved the engaging way that students presented the information. Our COW Mayor at the time was even quoted in the local paper recognising these students as ‘great advocates for improving the health of their community by highlighting the need for improved transport infrastructure in Epping North’. 



What happened next 
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As far as a what happened following the student’s presentation, staff from Council’s transport and infrastructure department met with respective schools to unpack their pedestrian safety concerns, identify where were families were travelling from, what distance and so on. The schools provided data to Council and there were observations of key crossings during school pick up and drop off times.  After this process it was deemed that that the ‘demand’ was unfortunately not great enough to prioritise future development works. However there were a number of other positive outcomes that did occur as a result. These include a stronger relationship between the 3 Epping North schools and Council, an increased active travel culture within the schools as they have set up regular walking and riding groups, as well as all 3 schools now participating in the AP, which encourages them to adopt a whole-school approach to promoting active travel. 



For more information 

 
    

 

          
         

bianca.opasinis@pvch.org.au 
 

Phone: 9409 8782 
 

Work mob: 0478 131 884 
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Lastly, if I could leave you with one take away message from today it would be to encourage you all to think about how YOU can engage children and young people in your local efforts to promote active travel.  I’ve included my contact details if you’re interested in further information.   
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